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Mikita Freshman President

AT FROSH ELECTIONS

By Wm. G. Weingust

Student Council today disclosed the results of last Friday's freshman elections with the announcement that Andy Mikita, pre-med student, has been elected to the post of freshman class representative on the Students' Administrative Council.

A graduate of Assumption High School, Andy is now attending the college under the Veterans Rehabilitation plan, having just completed one and one-half years of service with the Canadian Navy in its medical branch. Experience gained in this branch of the Navy stands Andy in good stead, especially when lec-

This year, instead of grouping all of our big dances in the second semester, we have decided to divide them up evenly between the first and second semesters. The big dance of this term is the Junior Prom.

The time: November 20th — one day before getting out for the American Thanksgiving week-end holiday. The place: Shaar Hashomayim Synagogue — which has one of the biggest and best ball rooms in Windsor — at the corner of Giles Boulevard and Goyeau Street.

Music will be provided by Windsor's outstanding orchestra. Semi-
fomal dress will be in order. Flor-
corsages may now be obtained.

A scene of a group of pranksters taken on the eve of initiation.

20, NOVEMBER

FROSH DANCE

This year will mark the beginning of a new era in Assumption Social life: the Frosh Dance, held at the K. of C. Hall, on October 5th, was the first step in the progressive plans.

Although climaxing a week of initiation activities, the dance still found the Froshmen garbed with rolled trouser-legs and purple bow ties. The official closing of activities was marked by a "beauty" contest among the boys, with Paul McHugh claiming the winning "gain". A contest decided Miss Kathleen Desippe as top H.1.C. Froshie.

Success of the dance was due to the cooperation of the students of both colleges. The Social and Frosh Initiation Committees wish to thank "Pat" Thompson for her kind assistance on behalf of the Holy Names.
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The Annual Initiation

By Vince Crowley

Monday, the first day of October, was the big day. From out of nowhere appeared stout paddles; and no one had any intentions of forming a canoe club. The first of the daily inspections was at 12:30 that noon-hour. That was when we met those paddles, or should I say, those paddles met us. The first to get acquainted with these instruments would one say that he was pleased that the proprietor was angry; nor would one say that he was pleased with it all, for after all, weren't they customers seemed to be well pleased with the demonstration. He just stood there and forced a smile. The customers seemed to be well pleased with it all, for after all, weren't they getting a floor show with their meal? I'm not quite sure, but I think it was after we left there that the policeman lit the baby's cigar, and we had an outsider join our parade. It seems that this person

(Continued on Page Four)
As we go to press for the first issue of your Purple and White for this season, we can’t but feel that this is going to be a good year. Our enrollment is up—a way up—thanks to the additional supply from the Services. Although everything will tend to be sluggish at the start, due to the somewhat congested conditions brought on by the said additional numbers, nevertheless, the fresh energy, spirit, and ambition of the newcomers, tempered by the wisdom of the old crowd, can not fail to make it a bigger and better Assumption Year.

With this in mind, may we point out to our new student body, the fact that college life is not just a matter of disciplining the mind to a set curriculum—nor is it the other extreme where you spend your time wastefully in one long series of playboy gambols. College training used correctly brings about a certain frame of mind—one with which the student leaves as a well-rounded individual. In college, he is provided with a choice group of associates to show him, and to help him live a life intelligent, yet honourable, decent, and enjoyable. If he does not avail himself of all this, he and alone is the loser.

May we mention at this time our need and desire for more assistance with the paper and the coming Year Book—The Ambassador. The more representatives we have of the student body, the more closely we can reflect the wishes, the opinions, the wants, of our followers.

In regards to the Ambassador; it has been a custom of the past, to include several pages of candid and album photographs of the students. This year we would like to have at least one picture of every student in our volume; to do this we must have informal snaps turned in. The weather is suitable, so get pictures of your friends while there is still time.

We ask only that the pictures be of general interest, and of sufficient clarity, to enable the images to be recognized. For best results do not take posed shots.
Having just witnessed the discardal of a war-imposed, silent, on-campus, freshman initiation, we say with justification that the student ex-service men should be commended for their co-operation in making the recent frosh initiation the most successful in six years.

Upper classmen particularly welcome the return of ex-service students, saying that, in the overall scheme of things, the frosh initiate has been afforded their share of sacrifice, but who can deny the fact that it is not just the frosh who bear the brunt of the sacrifice? If it is not too much for our upper classmen to hear what is said in this paper, they must consider it a fact that the frosh initiate knows what he is getting into, and this is an added incentive to the frosh initiate to do his part.

At our latest assembly, a well-intentioned query was brought up by a leading member of our G.S.—asking if it wasn’t possible to find Canadian Legion Branch from among the fellows at the College. The reply to this was, “Of course the fellows can join the Legion—and applications may be obtained from your reporter—but this is primarily an off-the-campus activity.”

For explanation, may we add that by its very nature the student body is a homogenous group. Segregation of service men would not enhance the unity prevailing among all students. Faculty representatives have acclaimed the get-into-the-swing-of-things spirit of the rehab arts, and their participation in the frosh initiation and inter-class sports. Let us preserve this feeling of unity among all students. It is hoped that fellow servicemen will fully enter into the College spirit by refraining from having servicemen’s football and basketball teams, and by placing on their respective class or year teams. It will help all.

With school back only two weeks, most of the college societies are already active. Off to a head start is the St. Luke’s (pre-med) Society which has quickly taken care of membership and is now planning several dances and other activities. The Music Society is soon to present its first guest artist program of the season. Enthusiastic Art Club members are at work Friday afternoons. And these printed words indicate Press activity.

This year, regular assemblies will be held every two weeks, on Friday morning at 11 a.m.—in the auditorium (gym to you). In this manner, students will be kept informed about all activities and also have an opportunity of expressing their opinions, desires, problems. Urgent or special problems may be presented to the Student Council also, at the regular weekly meetings which are held at 3:30 p.m., Wednesday, in the Press room and Council chambers.

Rumour has been rampant since registration day about the creation of a dozen new scholarships. Student Council and faculty representatives have been questioned about these new scholarships. As yet, we are informed, such (creation of more scholarships) is not the case. This leads us to hope that the Student Council and the Faculty have not disapproved suggestions or recommendations for new scholarships. “Why not more scholarships?” we say.

Ever-active social committees propose the following: dance to follow basketball games, with a 25-cent admission charge for students. Sounds O.K. Speaking of dances, many are on the way. First, the Soph Dance, then the Junior Prom and Arts Ball. Somewhere along the way there will also be the H.C. Prom and some smaller dances. There’s nothing to it. All you have to do is dance your way through college.

By the next issue, we will have warned to the task. Then watch the joint jump!

Last year’s scoops As We See It, stating that H.N.C. was to have some form of W.A.C. training, has finally materialized. The girls are expected to have already started.

Upper classmen have registered a protest over the manner in which the recent H.N.C. beauty contest was judged. They claim that having had a greater number of years in which to develop their discriminating tastes regarding the necessary qualifications of beauty contestants, they should have been the most logical choice for judging. “After all,” they say, “a soph is just as shaft, but a senior, well—!”

The first club requesting (and obtaining) a loan with which to carry on actively for the coming year, is the Chemistry Club. The benevolent treasurer of student funds welcomes all requests for financial assistance to deserving clubs. The club’s activities for the year must be presented to S.A.C. before any cheques are allotted.

Editors of the school paper say, “Anyone on the staff not reading the Purple and White, will be relieved of his duties on the paper.”

Music comes to Assumption

By Henry Edwards

Whereas there has been no musical activity to spring from the student body to this date, I should like to broach the musical events which will be offered on the Christian Culture Series. This year, the Series makes its most gracious bow to the Music world since its inception. For students who can attend, but who have not seen concerts, the following excellent musical evenings into the growing timetables, these concerts will be a treat.

Probably the most outstanding event of the season, and a heavy blow to the Series exchequer, is the Metropolitan Quartet, which will appear at the University of Notre Dame. Here is a group of four, each one of whom is an expert in scenes of opera, and their interest in opera is most obvious, for they have many operatic recordings. Of course the Metropolitan will be the main attraction, and the Series will have to pay a heavy price for their appearance.

The other two concerts are the肺ilts and the New York Festival Choir. The former will consist of four soloists, with a string quartet, and the latter will be a Choral Symphony. Both concerts will be held in the University of Notre Dame auditorium.

ASSUMPTION AND THE RETREAT

By LeRoy R. McKenzie

In our modern age there are many college names, some religious, others secular. Our College has been appropriately dedicated to the reception of the Blessed Virgin into heaven—the Assumption. It commemorates not only the assumption of her body and soul into heaven, but more than this, it brings to mind all of Mary’s daily actions—her minor trials, her sweet joys, her seven sorrows. For Mary, with her with the truths of God all her works—her prayers in the temple, her mental tasks as the mother of the Child—the demands of her vocation.

The relation of the Assumption, and our tasks as college students is quite clear. As we are ushered into the realm of higher learning, there is a common tendency to become so completely absorbed in our vocations that we forget our ultimate goal. One has only to read the biography of Madame Curie to realize this. Her great scientist gave every bit of her being to the advancement of science. She worked without rest, in the cold, dark room, with little sleep, eating almost nothing—completely losing herself in her work. So much so, that she neglected to give thought to the only thing in life that really matters. As students, we must realize that just as the daily routines of our Lady mantically and with great enthusiasm and unceasing effort, we must do the same. The Assumption is a new beginning, a new start, a new challenge.

"LEARN TO DO BY DOING"

at
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BUSINESS COLLEGE

Member Of B.S.A.

Imperial Bank Bldg.

PHONE 3-8202

W. F. MATHONEY, B.A.

Principal,
The Students’ Views As Recorded by Allan T. J. Roach

Because we live in a democracy, students enjoy the privilege of freely expressing their opinions on all topics. Exercising that privilege, this column brings you the results of a poll held recently in the halls of Old Assumption.

The Assumption students voted in overwhelming numbers against the C.O.T.C., forced upon them during the war years. The question: Are you pleased with the abolition of C.O.T.C. for upper classmen?
The RESULTS: Yes 76% No 5% Undecided 17%

Ray Janisse, senior, treasurer for a Student Council: “In my opinion, having fulfilled its purpose, the C.O.T.C. should no longer be allowed to interfere with the scholastic endeavors of the students, and therefore should be given back to the Indians.”

Isidore Wagenburg, junior, “Under section 40, paragraph 3 of the Military Code (revised edition) you are charged with ‘etc., etc., etc. guilty or not guilty’.”

Did you think that the initiation was above average, average, or below?
The RESULTS: Above average 49% Average 24% Below average 18% Undecided 8%

The students showed keen interest in world events. They were anxious to vote on the following and voted very heavily in one direction as the results show. The question: Do you think that there will be another war?
The RESULTS: Yes 84% No 16%

James Brogan, senior, was in a very conservative mood. Said Jim, “I definitely advocate secession from the British Empire.”

The following question has been tossed around for many years. Today we discover how the students of Assumption feel about the matter. The question: Do you think that Canada should merge with the U.S.A.?
The RESULTS: Yes 25% No 67% Undecided 16%

Charles Murphy, sophomore, who did not agree with the results of the poll, “I definitely advocate secession from the British Empire.”

The following question shows to what extent our students are socialistic minded. Dedicated to Father Garvey. The question: Do you believe labour unions to be a good thing?
The RESULTS: Yes 64% No 16% Undecided 20%

(Note: Many students voting “Yes” on this question stated, “Unions are a good thing if they are operated intelligently.”)

Do you sympathize with the present Ford Motor Co. strike in Windsor?
The RESULTS: Yes 56% No 27% Undecided 17%

The next question comes as a surprise. The boys seem satisfied with Assumption, but... The question: Do you believe in co-education?
The RESULTS: Yes 66% No 25% Undecided 6%

Henry Edwards, senior, “I believe in education; I don’t care how it’s distributed.”

The boys would like more dances. Attention social committee. The question: Would you like to have semi-monthly dances with Holy Names College?
The RESULTS: Yes 56% No 31% Undecided 13%

You write this column. You, the students, contribute the material in this article. If you want anything whatever discussed herein get in touch with the writer (phone 3-0845, if you wish). Your name will be used or not, just as you please.

BUILDING FUND RAFFLE

By R. Venney

The Student Council, in co-operation with the Alumni organization, is sponsoring a raffle to raise additional funds for the new buildings. The prizes are unusual and interesting: the first prize is a jeep, or one thousand dollars, and the second prize, a television set or its cash equivalent. There are three other substantial prizes, as thirty prizes for fifty dollars each. There are twenty-five tickets each, and will sell for twenty-five cents per ticket, or five tickets for a dollar. The student need return only five dollars for each book sold, and thus there is a possibility of the seller realizing as much as a dollar and a quarter on each book sold.

The proceeds will go to the Building Fund; as most of the present students at Assumption will be graduating from these buildings, the council is hoping for the fullest cooperation from the student body in making this raffle a complete success.

MARYGROVE PLAYS HOST

By N. Thibert

Last Friday night, October 19, was a big night for some seventy-five Assumption men. Accepting an invitation from Marygrove College to attend their Freshmen-Junior dance, our socialites were out for an enjoyable evening. All hopes were quickly realized upon entering the “chateau” building of the College, where the gala of Assumption quickly made friends, thus having the situation well in hand.

There was dancing in the large reception room, followed by a delicious luncheon in the cafeteria. All those who attended were well pleased and will no doubt return.

The Annual Initiation

The parade continued up the main street till we came in front of the Vanity Theatre, and some of the Sophs got a bright idea. You have often heard a baby crying in a theatre, but this one was a special kind. You see his voice had had about eighteen years to develop. I never forget the expression on the face of the usherette who wondered what was going on, and we asked her to pardon us, that we would be back shortly. Down the steeply slanted aisle glided the buggy with its occupants competing very successfully with the theatre’s sound system. It took two Frosh to push the buggy up the aisle, but, as we finally got there we were greeted by another smiling police officer. I began to realize that they had been tipped off about the affair.

The parade proceeded down Wyandotte Street toward the Arena where about twelve of us marched unmolested through the line-up and onto the roller skating rink.

The snake-dance proceeded back to Ouellette Avenue, to Pitt Street, and upstairs into the bowling alleys. The manager of this place didn’t appreciate our mass patronage, and as we soon were back on the main drag again, Bernard Jones will not forget his experience for quite some time. It seems that he got in a little practice in the main art of posing. Jack Gleason didn’t have much luck fishing in the gutter in front of Birks, Ellis and Ryrie. Pat Pرغings, ironically enough, got the task of cleaning the floor of the Bus Terminal with a tooth-brush.

Just some of the highlights of one of the most successful initiations at Assumption.
CHEMISTRY CLUB DOINGS

By "Bill" McLaren

Although the Chemistry Club was founded two years ago by Frank Egan, it has not been very active since its creation. Now, however, the Society has made plans for a full year.

There are already between twenty and thirty members enrolled, and more are expected. A number of lectures are being brought in from local chemistry firms, and trips through some of the local chemical and pharmaceutical firms are being arranged. Officers of the Society are to be elected at the next regular meeting.

As a headquarters, the Chemistry Club has been fortunate in securing a room in one of the Air Force huts which have recently been moved onto our campus.

Director Frank Egan reports that, at the present time, all money-making activities will be deferred in favour of the Assumption College financial drive, but after Christmas, raffles and other money-making projects will definitely be launched in order to provide the necessary funds for the organization.

At the present time there is a certain amount of rivalry between the Chemistry Club and the Saint Luke (Pre-Medical) Society. A few of the Saint Luke members feel that, since chemistry and medicine are so closely allied, they would like to join the Chemistry Club as well. According to the Saint Luke constitution, its members are not permitted to join any other scientific organization.

Getting along with J. D. McColl, director of the Saint Luke Society, we find that this is done as a safeguard to its members; because, since the Society has such a full year of activities planned, its members cannot put in the time required by the Saint Luke Society and will have time for other scientific activities. By joining both societies, a member's interests would be divided between the two, and for regular, he would not benefit fully by his activities in either.

ST. LUKE SOCIETY NOTES

By J. D. McColl, Director

Another big year has already been open for the members of the Saint Luke Pre-Medical Society. They have already had the treat of their paper being read at meetings held last year. Applications had been filled out (in triplicate, of course), members accepted, and fees collected.

This week, the Medical Lecture Society will commence with the third period, and will present more local physicians, surgeons and specialists who will deliver lectures on subjects of great interest to the pre-med students and all those who are entering any field of medicine. However, a slight change has been made in regard to the frequency of these lectures: instead of holding them once every two weeks, they will be held once every three weeks. The reason for this change is the most valuable commodity at Assumption—time. It seems that the members and others who attended the lectures last year were so interested, they were not able to attend them all. A definite program will have been fixed before the lectures are to be held.

The first speaker, as is traditional with the Society, will be its Honorary President, Hon. R. D. Morand, M.D., incidentally, we have attempted to hold the lectures on days when the HNC Med Techs are not in later periods.

Assumption College is expanding its plans and activities. What with the number of students and the community as a whole, it is only natural that the St. Luke Society should expand as well. Last year's members have disbanded, and new ones are expected.

The first lecture will be the Scalpel Stomp on Thursday, November 8th. Two are scheduled for this year. The first will be the Seapic Stomp on April 26th. Both will be held in the Science Building, and all members will be welcome.

The Saint Luke Society is in the swing again, and you can bet that we'll have a few surprises up our sleeves. Don't forget to join us and help us along.

You Can Get It At . . . HEINTZMAN'S

Visit Our RECORD DEPARTMENT Where The Latest Is First. HEINTZMAN'S Cor. Ouellette at London

ARIZONA LUNCH

475 London St. W.

PHONE 3-0190

Gifts Mean More Yet Cost No More!
- FLAWLESS DIAMONDS
- FAMOUS WATCHES
- ENGLISH BONE CHINA

Birks

ELLISS RYRIE AT PARK
The Congregation of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary announce the founding of the Order in America 100 years ago (1844 — 1944)

Alumni

By J. Mahoney

On commencing another year at A. C., one notices the absence of a great many pupils of former years, not only those of our graduates but many lower classmen. What is Assumption’s loss, however, in this respect, is some other University’s gain since the majority of our alumni are pursuing their studies or careers in schools specially equipped for their particular professions.

At U. of D., Assumption seems to have a very good representation, it even boasts a new physics (professor) in the person of none other than Crest O. Ducey. Glino Sovran, Assumption’s former basketball star, will be fighting for the U. of D. squad this year and will do double as an outstanding man. Taking advantage of this university’s reputation as an engineering school are: Lou Chait, Gus Blunt, Al Genga, Gerry Simrod, Jack Solway, and Garry Fortune.

Our Student Council president of last year, Lou Papinque, is attending Medical School at University of Western Ontario, as also George Gorrie and Greg Poirier.

From the many professions entered into by our Alumni, a high percentage has chosen the priesthood. At the Basilian Novitiate, Toronto, we have Tom Mailloux, James Kelly, and John Janisse. Win. McKenna has gone to St. Peter’s Seminary, London, and Stan Marentette to Seminary in Kitchener.

To all of those, our Alumni, we wish you all success and the best of luck in the years to come.

Organization of The Mission Society

By E. Carney

Every year Assumption has had a Mission Society, and we sincerely hope that this will not be the first year in which activity in this field is nil.

The end of the war in Japan brings peace to this tired world and now the mission fields are again verdant with the prospect of the salvation of souls. These missions have offered a great deal in the prison camps and we should support them in their drive to make the fold of God more complete.

Let us remember Fr. Jaques who was recently released from a prison camp if we need a specific example to encourage us to aid the missions. Even in our own country the needs are great; on the other hand we do not have to envision the difficulties encountered in the distant outposts of the church Militant when thinking of the missions.

Therefore, when your mission collector approaches you, remember the expression of our Lord Jesus when you do unto Me.”

The Medical Problem At Assumption College

While gazing over the Western Gazette the other day, your writer’s attention was attracted to an announcement declaring the dates for their medical examinations, including one for chest X-rays.

Immediately realized we there was no such system at present in operation at Assumption College, and the inevitable question is asked, “Why?” The only thing that ever remotely approaches the aforesaid examination is the medical held by the M.O.S. of the C.O.T.C. While these are as complete as possible they do not include X-rays for diagnosis of Tuberculosis. In any event, they are only available to those who are taking C.O.T.C. training, and thus a great many students are missed.

The need for complete medical examinations at any college speaks for itself; it is a protection to the students and faculty alike as well as promoting the health of the nation.

For those who have had previous C.O.T.C. training, and for ex-service men who wish to volunteer, a special form is available from the Q.M.O. Upon graduation, the members of this platoon can qualify for their first pip and rank of provisional second lieutenants.

We can assure the new men that the training for this year will be made much more interesting than that of other years. More practical handling of weapons can be assured. Everyone will be given an opportunity to fire them. Two rifle teams are also being formed from those who are expert marksmen. These teams will compete with those of other reserve units.

Assumption Victory Song

“Cheer the Purple. Cheer for Victory.

Assumption! Assumption! Fight to win the game
And glorify the name Of the Purple.

Here’s a cheer for you.

We the Purple, cheer for Victory.
We the Purple, cheer for Victory.
We the Purple, cheer for Victory.

Assumption! Assumption! Fight to win the game
And you will hear the voice of the Purple

Give a cheer for you.”

Great changes have occurred since our last C.O.T.C. parade in May. The world has gone from a state of war to one of uncertain peace. Nations are not disarming, but building their strength through new and powerful weapons, prepared for every eventuality. Many are advocating that our country maintain a state of preparedness so that it can never again be caught as in 39.

Indicative of this frame of mind is the continuation in some of our Universities of a C.O.T.C. training. Some have completely removed the compulsory element that had been ever so irksome in the past years. However, still keeps the training compulsory for first-year men. Only officers of the provisional platoon forming the C.O.T.C. or any active service are exempted from it. However, anyone can volunteer of course.

This year, Training has been cut in half. To replace the two periods a week of other years, we now have only one. On Monday, October 15, the first Training parade was held. Although the company was as large as ever, the majority of faces were new. Except for the officers and N.C.O.’s, the company completely changed. Capt. Horne, recently promoted to that rank, is still our company commander, with Lt. W. Morrison as 2/I.C. C.S.M.I. Cuthbertson is with us again this year to direct and to organize the training syllabus.

Concerning Frosh and Vets—each new year in which activity in this field is nil.

TRAMP! TRAMP! TRAMP!

By John Breznyak

To you gallant and chivalrous men of our dear Assumption College, the following shall come, as morose shock, or perhaps you may submerge into a deep fit of hysterics.

But the newest item that has come to the vine is that our “COURSES” are being taught by our Alumni, a high percentage of whom is in the person of none other than Crest O. Ducey. Glino Sovran, Assumption’s former basketball star, will be fighting for the U. of D. squad this year and will do double as an outstanding man. Taking advantage of this university’s reputation as an engineering school are: Lou Chait, Gus Blunt, Al Genga, Gerry Simrod, Jack Solway, and Garry Fortune.

From the many professions entered into by our Alumni, a high percentage has chosen the priesthood. At the Basilian Novitiate, Toronto, we have Tom Mailloux, James Kelly, and John Janisse. Win. McKenna has gone to St. Peter’s Seminary, London, and Stan Marentette to Seminary in Kitchener.

To all of those, our Alumni, we wish you all success and the best of luck in the years to come.
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“DOINGS”
Roach Heads Dramatics

Christian Culture
Parade

By T. J. Conklin

ONTSCRIPTS—
The Christian Culture Series is
written by Al Roach, director of the
Assumption Christian Culture Series.

The Assumption College Theatre
Guild announced this week the ap-
pointment of Allan T. J. Roach as
president of the organization for
the college year. Al has had con-
siderable experience in the field of
drama. Those present at the "Irish
Masque" last year, will readily at-
test to this. The main feature of
that evening was the Guild's presen-
tation of Lord Dunsany's "A Night
at an Inn", in which Roach not only
directed, but played the leading role
as well. We feel quite justified in
stating that he was the working
force which controlled the organi-
ization from start to finish, and it
was only through his deep enthusias-
tism that the year was brought to
a very successful close.

Being a member of the Windsor
Theatre Guild, Roach has given his
active support to this society for
some years. Even before his recog-
nition with this body of the legiti-
mate theatre, he carried his skill
with him as a "sincere fondness for
the world's art," as he has later.

The ability to draw has been
greatly overrated. Many people
come out with the statement that
they "can't draw a straight line.
"Are you one of them? If so, here
is some consolation. The world's
greatest artist has, yet to master
the technique of drawing a straight line. Now that you are slightly convoluted,
you say that you like to draw, but
you lack talent. Harry Zeilig, the
prominent Windsor artist, defines
talent as "sincere fondness for
drawing."

We, at Assumption College,
are very fortunate in having Dr. Der
case Roach, an accomplished artist,
available as an instructor for the Art
Group. If there is sufficient interest
in this project, the College will pro-
vide the necessary funds for the for-
mation and upkeep of such a group.

There will be a meeting of those
interested in forming a drawing and
Art Appreciation Group, Friday,
October 26, 4:30 p.m., in the Upper
Clubrooms. Help make this group
a success. Keep this date open.

Watch the bulletin boards for any
change of time or further particulars.

ALLAN T. J. ROACH

Liddy and Taylor

MENS WEAR

481 Ouellette Ave.

FALL STOCK NOW IN

SUITS — TOPCOATS — OVERCOATS

READY-TO-WEAR

By Maurice Merson

"WHAT HAVE YOU" FROM

The Drama Society

By Tom Conklin
SPORTS

By Jim Lyons and Paul Wall

The first issue of P & W finds sporting activity on the campus at a definite low ebb. Our rah rah boys have to cheer the High School sports team if they want to back one from the school. This has been so since 1940, when the Michigan-Ohio College Conference became a war casualty, and with it the Assumption Varsity Football team, after such stars as Eddie Susanski and "Sig" Harenski hung up their cleats for the last time. Assumption honours that year, and we hope she and "Sig" Harenski hung up their sumption Varsity Football team, finished in a three-way tie for top. This year an addition to the usual will field a team in 1946. we sure hope that pans out. Meanwhile, the show it can be done again. Pre-Soon will have an opportunity to prove that promise to be a strong con-...